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NHS St Helens CCG Primary Care Committee
Meeting held on Wednesday, 10th October 2018 at 9.00 am
Members Present
Geoffrey Appleton
Dr Mike Ejuoneatse
Dr Hilary Flett
Mark Weights
James Catania
Karen Leverett
Nicola Cartwright
Lisa Ellis
Julie Ashurst
Tony Foy
In Attendance
Tom Hughes
Clare O’Toole
Kirk Benyon
Hilary Southern (in part minutes

Initials
GA
ME
HF
MW
JC
KL
NC
LE
JA
TF

Role
Chair
GP Governing Body Member
GP Governing Body Member
Lay Member, Patient and Public Involvement
Secondary Care Consultant
Assistant Director; Primary Care
Assistant Director; Medicines Management
Chief Nurse
Deputy Chief Finance Officer
Lay Member, Audit, Governance and Finance

TH
CO
KB
HS

Chair, Healthwatch
Contracts and Commissioning Manager
Senior Contracts Manager, Primary Care
The Governance & Corporate Services Manager

CE

PA to the Chair

and Agenda Item 9 only)

Minute-taker
Cathy Edge

Agenda
Item
PB181001

Action
INTRODUCTION & WELCOME
The Chair welcomed the attendees to the meeting.

APOLOGIES
Apologies received from:
Sarah O’Brien, Clinical Accountable Officer
Iain Stoddart, Chief Finance Officer
Sue Forster, Director of Public Health
Rose Goreman, NHSE Representative
The Chair declared the meeting quorate.

PB181002

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
The Chair reminded Committee members of their obligation to declare any interest
they may have on any issues arising at committee meetings which might conflict
with the business of the CCG.
All declarations are listed in the CCG’s Register of Interests; which is available on
the CCG website at the following link:
http://www.sthelensccg.nhs.uk/Library/public_info/St%20Helens%20CCG%20Regis
ter%20of%20Declaration%20of%20Interest%2031%2003%2017.pdf
There were no further declarations of interest.
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PB181003

MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING
The minutes of the previous meeting held on Wednesday, 18th July 2018 were
agreed as a true and accurate reflection of the meeting.
NHS St Helens CCG Primary Care Committee:
• Ratified the minutes of the previous meeting

PB181004

MATTERS ARISING
PC180506 Finance Report
The budget information and the implications for NHS 111 had been shared at the
GP Members Council and the actions relating to NHS 111 and final Out of Hours
Offer were on the agenda and the action was closed.
A follow up letter had been sent out to practices regarding opting out of ROTA and
the action was closed.
PC180704 Matters Arising
The Head of Primary Care had contacted the Deanery to clarify the allocation of
registrars to practices and links to vocational training and was awaiting a response.
The action was closed.
PB180705 Primary Care Risk Register
The Contracts and Commissioning Manager had escalated concerns relating to
transfer of notes and the payment of pensions to the private provider.
Arrangements had been made for a Regional Manager to meet with the CCG by
the end of the month and the action was closed.
The risk associated with the development of the federation had been added to the
risk register and the action was closed.
The risk scores had been compared and contrasted with the GBAF and the action
was closed.
The Transformation funding allocation was included in the Finance Report and the
action was closed.
The formal notification from the “new” federation was listed on the agenda and the
action was closed.
The overview of services such as AVS and their value for money had been
requested. The Assistant Director; Primary Care reported that a meeting to discuss
ROTA services had been arranged for 10th October 2018 and would be reported to
the next meeting.
The risk of disengagement of practices who fail to receive any funding from the
locality bids had been added to the risk register and the action was closed.
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PB181005

FINANCE REPORT
The Deputy Chief Finance Officer presented the Finance Report including the
Transformational Fund spend. The purpose of the report was to inform the
Committee of the full year forecast outturn based on information at August 2018.
This included devolved budgets on the delegated primary care allocation received
from NHSE plus additional local investment. The report also highlighted those
budgets that contain the greatest degree of risk.
The Deputy Chief Finance Officer reported that there had been no changes to the
CCG allocation, however, a technical adjustment had been made following
instruction from NHSE to transfer £201K of the primary care allocation to the core
programme budget to cover the funding contributing to three General Practice
Forward View schemes.
She reported that over the last 2 months the CCG had been informed that the GMS
and PMS contracts have increased as a result of the expectation that there will be a
pay award to staff within practices, at a cost to the CCG of £235K this year and the
allocation is yet to be increased to cover this. She reported that the CCG had
reported to NHSE the overspend that this will cause at year end if the allocation is
not increased.
The Deputy Chief Finance Officer reported an increase in the St Helens weighted
list size which appears to be steadily growing. However, this is also showing as a
trend in neighbouring CCGs.
She reported that the CCG are requesting
clarification from PCS as a result of a previous national issue of “ghost patients”
since PCS took over the management of this system. She noted that the CCG is
not yet over its allocated list size but that the steady increase was a concern.
The Deputy Chief Finance Officer reported to the Committee that the extended
hours and minor surgery direct enhanced services were forecast to overspend by
£24K and £15K respectively due to more practices providing extended access and
more minor surgery procedures. It was noted that more minor surgery in the
primary care setting should equate to a saving within the Trusts planned care
budget. It was noted that the underspend in the premises costs was not regarded
as a true saving as the CCG would probably then be liable for void costs should
less space be used. She noted that QOF was expected to underspend by £100K.
The list size growth and out of hours were reported as a continued risk, with out of
hours unknown until the “opt out, opt in” situation was confirmed. The Committee
considered the option of out of hours using NHS111 which has proved successful in
other areas.
The report provided a breakdown of the transformation funding spend with £464K
allocated of the £529K.
The Secondary Care Consultant queried the response from practices regarding the
Out of Hours “opt in, opt out” issue and the Assistant Director; Primary Care
informed the Committee that the newly formed Federation had proposed that they
collate the responses on behalf of the practices and that a formal response was still
awaited (the deadline being 28th September). She also confirmed that the locality
funding from the transformation fund was funding for a specific scheme for the
central locality that had been bid for.
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The GP Governing Body Member, HF, expressed her concern at the underspend of
QOFF indicating quality concerns and the relation to practice capacity to provide
the required care. She noted that the weighted list size of the population of St
Helens was an indicator of an increase in frail and elderly patients and the need to
lobby NHSE to increase the funding in line with the list size. She also noted that St
Helens are in the bottom quintile for GPs and the need to be more proactive and
assertive in negotiations with NHSE.
The GP Governing Body Member, ME, noted that pressures with the management
of direct enhanced services and extended hours increasing and queried the
reasoning behind the increases and whether the service was being delivered
appropriately. The Assistant Director; Primary Care confirmed that the CCG could
not confirm that the services were being delivered appropriately at this time. She
noted the risk of funding ROTA for the “extended access hours” could run the risk
of these running together with normal “out of hours” and the need for close
monitoring. The GP Governing Body Member, ME, outlined the reluctance of some
of the Practices to move towards a new service. The Assistant Director; Primary
Care confirmed that as soon as the “opt out” numbers were confirmed then an
appropriate service, including NHS111, would be commissioned in line the NHSE
guidance.
The Lay Member, Audit, Governance and Finance, highlighted the importance of
the development of an overall capacity plan for primary care and seek efficiencies
in the system. He noted that the guidance stated that Practices that had opted out
could not then opt back in and highlighted the issues of a possible two tier system
with the new NHS111 operating system working to new KPIs. The Committee
considered the Practice’s role as commissioners of services and how future data
will be used to identify evidence based quality of services. The Deputy Chief
Finance Officer reported on her recent attendance at a Kings Fund workshop
reporting on a fellow CCG that used an independent facilitator to re-establish a new
CCG GP Collaborative with clear functions which has been very successful. The
KL/JA/
Chair proposed that such an event be arranged for St Helens which was agreed.
AD
NHS St Helens CCG Primary Care Committee:
• Noted the report
• Agreed to arrange a facilitated event for GP Practices

PB181006

ESTATES DEVELOPMENT IN ORRELL
The Deputy Chief Finance Officer presented the Estates Development in Orrell
report. The purpose of the report was to inform the Primary Care Committee of a
potential development in Orrell by Wigan Borough CCG and the potential impact on
the branch surgery for Billinge GP Practice which is located in Orrell. The report
provided details of the proposed development and sought the Committee’s views
on whether the CCG would support this development in order that the CCG
intentions are formally notified to Wigan Borough Council. The Deputy Chief
Finance Officer confirmed that this was the first time that any actual figures had
been provided to St Helens CCG and that this was not affordable at present. She
confirmed that the issue had been discussed at the Strategic Estates Group and 3
options were proposed.
The Deputy Chief Finance Officer proposed that the Committee chose Option 3
which was to approach Wigan Borough to negotiate on a building of a smaller scale
or with smaller space for primary care in the currently proposed building if this could
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be undertaken in a more affordable way, if the GPs were also in agreement to
move. The Senior Contracts Manager, Primary Care suggested that this could set
a dangerous precedent given other border issues with Warrington. He also noted
the potential long term costs of rent and running costs of the building and that the
practice have stated that they would not move without long term commitment to
funding. The Assistant Director; Primary Care reported that Wigan do not want to
consider an APMS contract because of the risk to them.
Given the significant financial challenges it was agreed that any spend should be
spent in St Helens. The Lay Member, Audit, Governance and Finance, confirmed
that the CCG would only consider a change in premises for the practice if they
approached the CCG directly requesting this. The GP Governing Body Member,
HF, highlighted the issues that would then arise with St Helens Community
Services that are unable to cover Wigan patients and proposed that the CCG work
with Wigan on how to provide a better service in Orrell driven by the patients and
the practice needs.
The Lay Member, Patient and Public Involvement, and Chair of Healthwatch
questioned the involvement of St Helens patients in the process and the Deputy
Chief Finance Officer confirmed that they had gone out to consultation with Wigan
patients and engaged with Wigan MPs before providing St Helens with the financial
information.
The Chair proposed that the Communications Team work on the narrative to outline
clearly St Helens position. The GP Governing Body Member, ME, suggested that
the current practice could tender to work separately with Wigan should they wish.
The Committee approved option 2 not to support the development.
NHS St Helens CCG Primary Care Committee:
• Approved option 2 in the report

PB181007

ST HELENS GENERAL PRACTICE PROVIDER ORGANISATION (GP Voice)
Letter from the new Federation
The Chair presented the letter from the new Federation St Helens General Practice
Provider Organisation (GP Voice). The Lay Member, Audit, Governance and
Finance noted that the letter was a positive sign with a lot of work to be undertaken
before delivery. The GP Governing Body Member, ME, queried the choice of name
as a provider, rather than commissioner, given the context of the Out of Hours
service, and work still to be done in establishing an independent group with a
working relationship with the CCG. The Secondary Care Consultant queried the
impartiality of the Committee and the need for the CCG to be explicit in the role that
is expected of the federation to ensure that they play an important role within the
transformational environment.
The GP Governing Body Member, ME, highlighted the blurring of roles given that
the Federation are proposing to respond on behalf of the practices on the “opt in,
opt out” out of hours issue, given that ROTA is the current provider. He also noted
a discussion following the Members Council regarding the Federation’s role as a
collaborative commissioner to hold the provider to account for the practices. The
Lay Member, Audit, Governance and Finance, reported that practices cannot
delegate accountability for holding a provider for their practice to account, except
under exceptional circumstances, and that this must be undertaken by individual
practices. The Chair noted that the proposed facilitated workshop for the practices
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would be helpful in supporting practices to separate their provider and
commissioning roles.
The Chair of Healthwatch queried the establishment of the Federation and the fact
that they were still not operational. The Assistant Director; Primary Care confirmed
that the networks and localities were moving forward with the transformation
agenda and that both NHSE and the CCG had provided funding to support the
development of the localities. She noted that the CCG had asked the “old”
Federation to account for the funding that had been provided by the CCG which will
be presented to a future meeting. The GP Governing Body Member, ME, proposed
that the Federation need to establish links with the localities.
The Committee agreed that, given the fact that the Federation were yet to have
their constitution signed by its Members, the practices be asked to provide their
own individual responses on the opt in, opt out of out of hours and that the CCG KL
request sight of agreement, by individual Practices, for the federation to respond on
their behalf.
NHS St Helens CCG Primary Care Committee:
• Noted the letter

PB181008

KEY ISSUES FROM THE PRIMARY CARE QUALITY AND OPERATIONAL
GROUP 25.07.18
The Chair of the Primary Care Quality and Operational Group (PCQOG) presented
the key issues from the meeting held on 25th July 2018.
The Chair of the PCQOG reported that RMS is to be monitored by the Finance,
Governance and Risk Committee.
NHS St Helens CCG Primary Care Committee:
• Noted the report

PB181009

OUTCOME OF THE PRIMARY CARE COMMITTEE EFFECTIVENESS REVIEW
The Governance & Corporate Services Manager presented the Committee
Effectiveness Review, Primary Care Committee and Primary Care Quality and
Operational Group undertaken in July 2018. The purpose of the report was to
update the Primary Care Commissioning Committee on the progress of the internal
Committee Effectiveness review and request approval of the revised Terms of
Reference.
The Governance & Corporate Services Manager reported that the findings had
been presented to the PCQOG and actions agreed including the updating of the
Terms of Reference. She noted that the Corporate Risks and GBAF had been
assessed and agreed. She reported that an official structured work plan for the
Committee would not be drawn up due to the “live” nature of the work and that the
Assistant Director; Primary Care would be the conduit between the two meetings. A
6 monthly progress report will be presented to Primary Care Committee and the
Primary Care Team are collating evidence for the MIAA audit required by NHSE
which will be used to populate the Annual Report.
The Primary Care Committee approved the revised terms of reference noting that
Primary Care Quality and Operational Group and Primary Care Committee had
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been renamed Primary Care Quality and Contracts Committee and Primary Care
Commissioning Committee respectively. These terms of reference will be presented
to the next Governing Body meeting for approval.
The Chief Nurse informed the Committee that she and the Lay Member, Audit,
Governance and Finance, would have further discussion regarding the reporting of
the Quality aspect to ensure Quality and Performance Committee are fully
appraised.
The Assistant Director; Medicines Management noted that she had not been
included in the revised Membership for the Primary Care Commissioning
Committee and it was agreed that she should be included. It was also noted that an
NHSE representative should be included as an attendee, with an identified
alternative representative should Rose Goreman be unable to attend. The
Assistant Director; Primary Care noted that NHSE had held NHS St Helens CCG
Primary Care Committee up as an exemplar for its structure. The Chair agreed that
an NHSE representative was very valuable and suggested that NHSE attendance
in Part II of the meeting only would be helpful if there were time constraints. The
Chief Nurse and the Lay Member, Audit, Governance and Finance, agreed that
NHSE attendance at PCQOG was very helpful.
NHS St Helens CCG Primary Care Committee:
• Noted the report
• Approved the revised Terms of Reference

PB181010

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
There was no other business.

PB181011

KEY ISSUES FOR THE GOVERNING BODY
The key issues were noted as:The current Financial Risk
The development of the new Federation
Estates Development in Orrell
DATE OF NEXT MEETING

The next meeting of the NHS St Helens CCG Primary Care Committee
will be held on Wednesday, 12th December 2018 at 9.30 am in
Conference Room A, St Helens Chamber
Minutes Ratified as Accurate Record
Name:

Signature:
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Date:
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ACTION POINTS FROM ST HELENS CCG Primary Care Committee Part I 10.10.18
Ref

Who

PC/18/05/06

Item

By When

Closed

Budget information and the implications of NHS 111 changes to be shared at
the next GP Members Council in a short report. Actions related to NHS111 to
be expedited and final Out of Hours offer to be presented to the next meeting.

June 2018
Deferred to
10.10.18

Closed

The Head of Primary Care agreed to send out a follow up letter to practices
regarding any opting out of ROTA.

18.07.18
Deferred to
10.10.18

Closed

10.10.18

Closed

Closed

Finance Reports
IS/KL
KL/KB

KL
PC/18/07/04

Matters Arising
KL

PC18/07/05

The Head of Primary Care agreed to contact the Deanery to clarify the
allocation of registrars to practices and link with STHKT regarding their GP
vocational training.
Primary Care Risk Register

CO

The Contracts and Commissioning Manager to escalate concerns relating to
transfer of notes and the payment of pensions to the private provider.

ASAP

CO

The risk associated with the development of the federation be added to the
risk register.

10.10.18

The risk scores to be compared and contrasted with the GBAF.

10.10.18

Closed

KB

Transformational funding allocated to the Federation to deliver services over
the coming year to be clawed back.

10.10.18

Closed

KB

Formal notification be requested from the “new” Federation.

10.10.18

Closed

KL

A clear options report following the overview of services such as AVS and
their value for money to be presented to the next meeting.

12.12.18

KL/CO

CO

The risk of practices disengaging with the CCG should they fail to receive any
funding from the locality bids be added to the risk register.
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10.10.18

Closed

Closed

PC18/10/05

Finance Report
KL/AD/JA

A Workshop is to be arranged for the Members Council to consider the role of
the new Federation and practices responsibilities using an independent
facilitator.
Estates Development at Orrell

JA

The Communications Team to work on the narrative to outline St Helens
position for publication.
ST HELENS GENERAL PRACTICE PROVIDER ORGANISATION (GP
Voice) Letter from the new Federation

KL

The practices be asked to provide their own individual responses on the opt
in, opt out of out of hours and that the CCG request sight of agreement, by
individual Practices, for the federation to respond on their behalf.

PC18/10.06

12.12.18

ASAP

PC18/10/06
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ASAP

Report to Primary Care Committee
Wednesday 12th December 2018
Date of meeting:
Iain Stoddart, Chief Finance Officer
Governing Body Member Lead:
Iain Stoddart, Chief Finance Officer
Accountable Director:

Finance Report
Report title:
Item for: Decision

Assurance

Information

X

(Please insert X as appropriate)

This report supports the following CCG Strategic Objectives. Please insert ‘x’
as appropriate.
Strategic
Objectives

Governance
and Risk

1.
2.
3.
4.

To deliver financial sustainability
X
To deliver improvements through system redesign and in priority areas.
To deliver improved outcomes for patients
X
To develop primary care capacity and capability as system leaders
x

Does this report provide assurance against any of the risks identified in the Assurance
Framework? (please specify)
C2 – Failure to achieve financial target

What level of assurance does it provide?
(List levels i.e. Limited/Reasonable/Significant)
Is this report required under NHS guidance or for statutory purpose? No

Purpose of this paper
The report informs the Committee of the full year forecast outturn based on information at October
2018. This includes devolved budgets set based on the delegated primary care allocation received
from NHSE plus additional local investment.
The report also highlights those budgets that contain the greatest degree of risk.
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Further explanatory information required:

Does this paper link to any of the
10 key themes of the CCG’s
Improvement Plan. If yes, please
specify.

How will this benefit the health and
wellbeing of St Helens residents or
the Clinical Commissioning
Group?

The finance report provides the CCG with an update on the
forecast outturn for both the delegated primary care
allocation and also the CCGs local investment within
primary (medical) care.
The report also details those areas of expenditure which
contain the greatest degree of risk.

Please describe any possible
Conflicts of Interest associated
with this paper.

None noted

Please identify any current
services or roles that may be
affected by issues within this
paper.

What risks may arise as a result of
this paper? How can they be
mitigated?

See section 5 of the report.
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1. Executive Summary
In January 2016 NHS England (NHSE) notified CCGs nationally of their total planned allocations for
2016/17 to 2020/21. Included in this document was the Primary Care Medical allocation for each of
these five years. This represents the level of funding that has been made available to enable the
CCG to meet the requirements of delegated primary care commissioning.
This report provides a full year outturn position against the devolved budget for 2018/19. It also
makes reference to the funds available to support GPFV programmes and other investments
through Local Enhanced Services.
2. Background and Update
The CCG receives an annual primary care allocation which enables the CCG to commission
primary medical services on behalf of the local registered population. Additionally, the CCG
commits to the funding of Local Enhanced Services and the continuation of a GP Sustainability
Contract.
The paper details the current position for expenditure against the primary care allocation

3. Next Steps (as appropriate)
The primary care outturn for 2018/19 will be incorporated into the CCGs overall financial position
and will form part of the annual accounts.

4. Recommendations

It is recommended that the Committee note the content of the report.
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DOCUMENT DEVELOPMENT
Process
Public Engagement (please detail the method i.e.
survey, event, consultation)

Yes

No

Not
Comments & Date
applicable (i.e. presentation, verbal, actual report)
N/A

Clinical Engagement (please detail the method i.e.
survey, event, consultation)

N/A

Has ‘due regard’ been given to Equality
Analysis (EA) and any adverse impacts? (Please

N/A

Outcome

detail outcomes, including risks and how these will
be managed)

Legal Advice Sought

N/A

Presented to any other groups or committees
including Partnership Groups – Internal/External

N/A

(please specify in comments)

Note: Please ensure that it is clear in the comments and date column how and when particular stakeholders were involved in this work and ensure there is clarity in the outcome
column showing what the key message or decision was from that group and whether amendments were requested about a particular part of the work.
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Finance Report – Primary Care Committee
1. Introduction
This report provides a forecast outturn based on the devolved budgets which have
previously been approved by the Primary Care Committee. It also provides details of
additional GP Forward View (GPFV) funding and local investment in primary care
medical services. The estimated forecast outturn position is based on year to date
expenditure at October 2018.
The report also outlines those budgets which contain the greatest degree of risk and
provides a summary of the key issues which may impact on the current forecast.
2. Background
Nationally NHS England (NHSE) notified CCGs of their planned allocations for
2016/17 to 2020/21 in January 2016. Contained in the document was the Primary
Care Medical allocation for each year. This represents the level of funding which
has been made available to enable the CCG to meet the requirements of delegated
primary care commissioning.
The table below shows the 5 year allocations for St Helens CCG from 2016/17.
2016/17
St Helens CCG

£000

Delegated Primary Care

27,512

2017/18
£000

28,018

2018/19
£000

28,559

2019/20
£000

29,295

2020/21
£000

30,431

The total allocation the CCG has received for 2018/19 is £28,559k. This is
equivalent to £144 per patient.
Devolved budgets have been set at practice level, across a range of subjectives, to
enable the accurate reporting of expenditure against the allocation received.
Each budget has been set based on historical information, known recurring
commitments and also to reflect the changes that have been announced following
national contractual negotiations (see section 3).
A subsequent allocation transfer of £201k reduced the primary care allocation to
£28,358k. This is in accordance with instructions received from NHSE informing the
CCG that funding contributing to three General Practice Forward View (GPFV)
schemes should be transferred to the core programme budget (Improving Access
scheme, online consultation software and GP Receptionist training).
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The CCG also continues to invest in primary care services through Local Enhanced
Services. This enables the CCG to commission services in primary care beyond
those available nationally through Direct Enhanced Services.
3. National Contract Negotiations
GMS and PMS contracts have been updated in accordance with national
negotiations between NHSE and the BMA’s General Practitioners Committee.
The CCG informed GMS practices that the new global sum tariff would be £88.96
per weighted patient from October and arrears would be backdated to April 2018.
This would include an increase of £1.04 per weighted patient to support the
nationally agreed 2% pay award.
Similarly, the CCG wrote to each PMS practice to confirm that the uplift to contracts
would be £3.20 (£2.16 per national negotiations and an additional £1.04 to support
2% pay award) per weighted patient. An updated finance schedule was provided to
each contract holder, this provided details of the total PMS contract value, PMS
premium and the PMS premium topslice - PMS topslice being 75% of the PMS
premium. Pay arrears were applied in October and backdated to April 2018.
The additional £1.04 per weighted patient uplift, applied to GMS and PMS contracts,
to support practice pay awards was not included as part of the original delegated
budget and has therefore led to a cost pressure to the CCG of £235k. Initial
conversations with NHSE indicated that no further funding would be made available
to support this pressure. The CCG have raised this with NHSE as this was a
pressure that could not have been foreseen at the planning stage but it is expected
that the CCG will have to fund this cost.
4. Forecast Outturn
4.1 Primary Care allocation (Appendix 1)
The delegated primary care allocation is forecast to overspend by £165k. This is a
favourable movement of £10k from the last update provided. The key variances to
note being:
GMS and PMS contract values - £304k overspend
As noted above, the CCG has asked NHSE to confirm whether the additional £1.04
per weighted patient, which is to be applied to GMS and PMS core contracts, will be
funded through an extra allocation since this had not been part of the original
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planning guidance. As it is unlikely that the CCG will get any additional funding this
is included in the out turn position as a pressure of £235k.
It is anticipated that GMS and PMS budgets will overspend by £69k due to an
increase in practice weighted list sizes between January 2018 (latest figures
available when budgets had been set) and October 2018.
Direct Enhanced Services - £64k overspend
The Extended Hours and Minor Surgery Direct Enhanced Services (DES) are both
forecast to overspend by £46k and £20k respectively. This is due to more practices
providing extended access and more minor surgery procedures being performed in a
primary care setting.
Based on current activity levels it is anticipated that the Special Allocation Scheme
(Zero Tolerance DES) will overspend by £14k. This takes account of the security
costs associated with the delivery of the service at the Marshall Cross practice.
It is currently projected that 70% of patients on the Learning Disability register will
receive a health check in 2018/19. It is anticipated the full year cost will be £86k.
CHP and NHSPS premises costs - £80k underspend
The primary care allocation includes funding to support both the reimbursement and
subsidy costs associated with those GP practices that occupy space in Community
Health Partnerships (CHP) and NHS Property Services (NHSPS) buildings
(reimbursement costs being rent, business rates, water rates and clinical waste).
Based on the latest information from both CHP and NHSPS it is projected that an
underspend of £80k will be achieved.
CHP has raised concerns since there are a number of outstanding invoices that have
not been paid by GP practices (tenants) who occupy space in local CHP buildings.
The outstanding debt is made up of both reimbursable and non-reimbursable
charges. In a small number of instances, tenants have not paid over the full prereimbursable funds that have been made available by the CCG. There is also an
ongoing dispute since some tenants are challenging the non-reimbursable charges
being incurred for utility costs (gas, electricity, cleaning etc). The CCG are talking
regularly with CHP about this and have offered to support CHP in their negotiations
with practices.
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QOF - £100k underspend
Having reviewed the original QOF budget for 2018/19, which had been set based on
2016/17 data, it is anticipated that the total budget of £3,080k will not be required in
full. Results of the 2017/18 scheme, adjusted per national guidance to take account
of the average practice list size increasing from 7,732 to 8,096, suggest that the
actual QOF achievement will be less than originally planned.
4.2 Other Primary Care Budgets (Appendix 2)
Local Enhanced Services - £29k underspend
It is currently projected that Local Enhanced Services will underspend by £29k. This
is based on mid-year activity levels which will continue to be monitored.
GPFV – balanced position
Appendix 2 includes three GPFV schemes that are partially funded from the original
primary care allocation the CCG received for 2018/19. £201k of the delegated
allocation has been set aside to support: navigation training within general practice,
the purchase of online consultation software and contributes to the Improved Access
scheme.
The Improved Access scheme delivered by Urgent Care 24 (UC24) commenced in
October. The total budget for 2018/19 is £702K; £600k being received from NHSE
as an additional allocation and £102k funded from the primary care allocation.
Budgets have been set based on the contract agreed with UC24 plus an estimate for
increased prescribing costs and additional premises costs. It is forecast that
Improved Access scheme will breakeven although the impact of the delay in
extending the service to four sites is being evaluated.
5. Risks/Mitigation
The primary care allocation received for 2018/19 has been fully devolved to support
the recurring costs of commissioning primary care medical services. This takes
account of the national negotiations that have been announced by NHSE. As a
result no contingency reserve is available.
The financial risk to the CCG is difficult to quantify but based on local knowledge and
experience gained from previous years of delegation the key areas of risk are:
i.

List size growth – the current GMS and PMS forecast outturn position is
based on practice list sizes at October 2018 (225,120.25 weighted). Any
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further increase to the total weighted population will create an additional
pressure since practice core payments are updated each quarter to reflect
the movement in list sizes.
To mitigate the risk the CCG had sort assurance from NHSE that the list
sizes being reported were accurate. NHSE provided a response in
October confirming that the list sizes do reflect what is being reported
through the NHAIS (National Health Application and Infrastructure Service)
system. However, NHSE did acknowledge that there is the potential for
the NHAIS data to be inflated and that there are a series of quality checks
which PCSE (Capita) will shortly commence. Further information is due to
be released by NHSE which it is anticipated will provide details of how GP
practice list sizes and national systems will be reconciled.

ii.

Out of Hours – the majority of St Helens GP practices (30 of 34) currently
opt in to providing an Out of Hours service and therefore the GMS and
PMS global sum payments each receives reflects this. When a GMS
practice opts out of providing an Out of Hours service the global sum
payments received are reduced by 4.87% per weighted patient (PMS
practices would have their contract tariff reduced by £4.28 per actual
patient). Although the reduction in contract payments releases funds to
enable the commissioning of an alternative Out of Hours service, if a like
for like service is recommissioned, this would result in an additional cost to
the CCG. There are currently four practices that have opted out of
providing an Out of Hours service. Other practices are currently
considering whether they continue to opt in as a result of potential
changes required to the service to provide an out of hours service that
integrates with the rest of the urgent care system. Using statistics available
from NHS111 nationally less than 50% of people who call 111 end up in a
face to face contact with the out of hours service, where the current out of
hours service in St Helens do not triage and see 100% of people who call.
Therefore the pressure on CCG budgets may not be as big as it first
appears if the service is redesigned in line with national specifications. The
amount top sliced from those practices that have opted out (£108k) will
contribute to the cost the CCG is likely to incur.

iii.

Locum costs – those practices that incur locum costs due to adoption,
maternity, paternity and sickness leave can apply to the CCG for
reimbursement in accordance with national guidance. It is difficult to
predict what the annual cost will be. To mitigate the risk practices are
asked to submit claims on a timely basis and inform the CCG of any future
claims. As the financial year progresses the risk reduces.
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iv.

Premises – Current Market Rents (CMR) are reviewed every 3 years by
the District Valuation Office. Any increase to the valuation, and in
particular any challenge to the valuation, is a known risk to the CCG.

6. Transformation Funding
The CCG have £529k transformational funds available in line with the requirements
of the GP Forward view. The table below highlights the current commitments for the
fund. It is intended that the remaining balance will be spent in year.

£000's
BMJ branding campaign
60
GP Quality contract contribution
65
Locality Funding
100
Care Homes scheme
300
Total plans
525

7. Conclusion
The Primary Care Committee are asked to note the financial position and the key
risks identified based on information at October 2018.

Background Documents:
NHS England – General Practice Pay Awards 2018/19. Gateway reference 08327;
NHS England – Implementing the 2018/19 GP Contract – Changes to Personal
Medical Services and Alternative Provider Medical Services contracts. Gateway
reference 08156;
NHS England – Outcome of 2018/19 GMS Contract Negotiations.
reference 07813;

Gateway

NHS England – 2016/17 to 2020/21 Financial Allocations.
Appendices:
Appendix 1 – Delegated Primary Care Budgets
Appendix 2 – Other Primary Medical Care Budgets
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NHS St Helens CCG
Primary Care Committee

Appendix 1

Delegated Primary Care Commissioning

Contract Values

Direct Enhanced Services

Fees

Premises

QOF

Other

Annual Budget Forecast Outturn
15,176,596
15,383,165
29,820
29,820
4,473,958
4,571,069
82,640
72,027
107,976
107,976
19,870,990
20,164,057
276,191
321,958
102,060
86,480
195,000
214,601
10,328
24,328
583,579
647,367
139,052
119,052
150,000
150,000
156,822
156,822
225,561
206,465
12,875
12,875
684,310
645,214
277,990
281,228
25,500
40,500
1,024,841
1,043,799
2,321,594
2,241,392
198,440
189,168
43,381
43,381
3,891,746
3,839,468
923,906
823,906
2,155,780
2,155,780
3,079,686
2,979,686
247,921
247,921
247,921
247,921
28,358,232
28,523,713

GMS
GMS MPIG
PMS
PMS Premium
Contribution to Out of Hours
Sub Total - Contract Values
Extended Hours
LD Health Checks
Minor Surgery
SAS (Zero Tolerance)
Sub Total - Direct Enhanced Services
CQC reimbursement
Locum fees
Prescribing fees
Seniority
Professional fees
Sub Total - Fees
Actual Rent
Clinical Waste
Notional Rent
CHP/NHSPS Premises Costs
Rates
Water Rates
Sub Total - Premises
Achievement
Aspiration
Sub Total- QOF
Contribution to Quality Contract
GPFV
Sub Total- Other
SUB TOTAL

GPFV - transfer to programme Contribution to Improved Access Scheme
budget per NHSE instructions Online consultation software
(see appendix 2)
GP Receptionist Training

Variance
206,569
0
97,111
(10,613)
0
293,067
45,767
(15,580)
19,601
14,000
63,788
(20,000)
0
0
(19,096)
0
(39,096)
3,238
15,000
18,958
(80,202)
(9,272)
0
(52,278)
(100,000)
0
(100,000)
0
0
0
165,481

101,778
65,523
33,467
28,559,000

TOTAL PRIMARY CARE ALLOCATION
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NHS St Helens CCG
Primary Care Committee

Appendix 2

Other Primary Medical Care Budgets
Annual Budget Forecast Outturn
24 Hour Blood Pressure

Local Enhanced Services

103,000

Care of Older People

2,500

2,500

0

Near Patient Testing

37,500

32,500

(5,000)

ECG Incentive
Anti-coagulation

(7,000)
(25,000)

496,000

(29,000)

100,000

0

St Helens Rota - Visiting Service

200,000

200,000

0

St Helens Rota - GP Out of Hours

162,697

162,697

0

462,697
247,921

462,697

0

247,921

0

Sustainability contract

52,079

52,079

0

Sub Total - GP Sustainability Contract

300,000

300,000

0

£3 per Head

476,921

476,921

0

Sub Total - GPFV £3 per Head

476,921

476,921

0

Transfer from delegated allocation - per NHSE guidance

101,778

101,778

0

600,222

600,222

0

702,000

702,000

0

GPFV - Reception and Clerical Training

33,467

33,467

0

GPFV - Online Consultations

65,523

GPFV - Improving Access to
Additional allocation
General Practice
Sub Total - GPFV Improving Access to General Practice
GPFV - Transfer from
delegated allocation per
NHSE guidance

33,000
325,000

100,000

Contribution from delegated allocation

GPFV

40,000

St Helens Rota - Core

Sub Total - Out of Hours
GP Sustainability Contract

8,000

350,000
525,000

Sub Total - Local Enhanced Services

Out of Hours

Variance

95,000

65,523

0

Sub Total - GPFV

98,990

98,990

0

TOTAL

2,565,608

2,536,608

(29,000)
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Report to NHS St Helens CCG
Primary Care Commissioning Committee (PCCC)
Date of meeting:

12th December 2018

Governing Body Member Lead:

Clinical Accountable Officer

Accountable Director:

Chief Nurse

Report title:

Primary Care Commissioning Committee
Corporate Risk Register – December 2018

Item for: Decision

X

Assurance

X

Information

X

(Please insert X as appropriate)

This report supports the following CCG Strategic Objectives.
appropriate.
Strategic
Objectives

Please insert ‘x’ as

1. To deliver financial stability
2. To integrate health within the place of St Helens through system redesign
3. To deliver improved outcomes for people
4. To be recognised as good system leaders
5. To support and transform primary care to be a system leader in St Helens Cares X
Does this report provide assurance against any of the risks identified in the Assurance
Framework? (please specify)

Governance
and Risk

Objective 1: To deliver financial stability
Objective 3: To deliver improved outcomes for people
Objective 5: To support and transform primary care to be a system leader in St
Helens Cares
What level of assurance does it provide? Reasonable
(List levels i.e. Limited/Reasonable/Significant)
Is this report required under NHS guidance or for statutory purpose? (please specify)
The Corporate Risk Register is part of the CCG’s Risk Management Policy Framework.

Purpose of this paper
To provide an update to the Primary Care Commissioning Committee on the current Primary Care risks
and their positions (recommended levels of assurance) in Quarter 3 (December 2018).
Further explanatory information required:
Does this paper link to any of the
key themes of the CCG’s
Operational Plan & Improvement
Plan. If yes, please specify.

Primary Care

J:\St Helens CCG\CORPORATE\CORPORATE FUNCTIONS\Corporate Risk Register\3 - CRR - PRIMARY CARE
COMMISSIONING COMM\2018\12.12.18\PCC CRR Report Cover Q3 (December).docx
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What risks may arise as a result of
this paper? How can they be
mitigated?

Keeping sighted on emerging risks and ensuring
commissioning plans take account of these. NHS St Helens
CCG has a statutory responsibility and obligation to ensure that
systems of control are in place to minimise the impact of all
types of risk which could affect the proper functioning of the
CCG. Effective risks management will, in addition to helping
ensure goals and objectives are met, help ensure compliance
with statutory, mandatory and ‘best practice’ requirements.

1. Executive Summary
The Primary Care Corporate Risk Register is reviewed at Primary Care Quality and Contracts
Committee (PCQCC) to review and assess all Primary Care risks and to provide further assurance that
the risks detailed in the register have been fully evaluated and reported accurately. Once a quarter it is
presented to Primary Care Commissioning Committee to provide assurance regarding the monitoring of
Primary Care risks.
There are a currently 6 Primary Care Risks on the PCQCC Corporate Risk Register:








78PCC - Primary Care Support (Capita)
82PCC – Robustness of Contract Management procedures could lead to providers not meeting
all the requirements of their contracts
100PCC - Pressure on CCG Finances and Primary Care Budgets
114PCC – Failure to achieve National Targets to deliver Improved Access across 7 days per
week. Closed
115 PCC – Commitment by practices to engage in a locality working model
116 PCC - National changes to telephony for Out of Hours provision/Practices choosing to opt
out of out of hours provision
117 PCC Uniformed Provider Federation – Lack of Robust Provision and Governance during
establishment of Implementation - St Helens General Practice Provider Organisation (The
Voice). NEW September 2018

New Risks identified:


117 PCC Uniformed Provider Federation – Lack of Robust Provision and Governance during
establishment of Implementation - St Helens General Practice Provider Organisation (The
Voice). Following a recommendation at Primary Care Committee in July 2018 a new risk has
been established – The Uniformed Provider Federation. The CCG has recently received a letter
which confirms that the Federation will formally separate from St Helens Rota from 1 July 2018.
The Committee has remained in place and have been busy setting up the new structure. The
letter confirms that the new organisation will continue to support Primary Care and hope to work
closely with the CCG to the benefit of people in St Helens.

Risks which identified an increase or decrease to the total Probability multiplied by Severity:


None.

Risks which have been closed


114PCC – Failure to achieve National Targets to deliver Improved Access across 7 days per
week. Closed. In line with National Targets to deliver Improved Access across 7 days per week,
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100% of the St Helens population now have access to weekend/evening appointments across
three sites. It is now proposed that this Risk is closed.
All other risk scores have remained static for the month of October 2018.
Next Steps
To progress with work streams as outlined in the GP Forward View and link in with Team work plan.
Continue to review and Monitor Risks at Primary Care Quality and Contracts Committee.
2. Recommendations
The Primary Care Commissioning Committee is asked to:




Review the Primary Care Risks and identify any risks that may require further controls and/or
assurance
Review the risks and respective positions presented and determine whether any changes to
Likelihood multiplied by Consequence need to be made
Approve the risk register as presented at Quarter 3 (December 2018).
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Primary Care Commissioning Committee
12 December 2018 CRR Risk Framework Heat Map
th

Almost Certain

LIKELIHOOD

Likely

5

10

4

8

15
82PCC ↔

12
9

3

6

Possible

100PCC ↔
115PCC ↔
116PCC ↔

20

25

16

20

12

15

78PCC ↔

117PCC NEW

2

4

6

8

10

1

2

3

4

5

Insignificant

Minor

Moderate

Major

Catastrophic

Unlikely

Rare

CONSEQUENCE
New Risks since last report
Description
Uniformed Provider Federation – Lack of Robust Provision
and Governance during establishment of Implementation - St
Helens General Practice Provider Organisation (The Voice).
Following a recommendation at Primary Care Committee in
July 2018 a new risk has been established.

Risk ID
117PCC

Date identified
August 2018

Risk ID
114PCC

Date Closed
December 2018

Risk ID

Updated Scores
Description
See individual risk summaries.

Closed Risks since last report
Description
In line with National Targets to deliver Improved Access
across 7 days per week, 100% of the St Helens population
now have access to weekend/evening appointments across
three sites. It is now proposed that this Risk is closed.
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NHS St Helens CCG Risk Summary
This form is to be used to provide a full & detailed update to the Governing Body and/or associated Committees

Section 1 – Risk Details

Risk ID:
Datix ID:

78PCC
357

Committee

Primary Care Committee

Strategic Objectives

Objective 3: To deliver improved outcomes for people

Aug 2015

Identified:

GB/ELT/SMT Lead:
Risk Owner:

Chief Nurse
Head of PC

Transfer of Primary Care Support Services to a private provider with a 40% efficiency
plan required from day 1 of contract resulting in a reduction in the number of bases and
staff reduction from 1000 to 400.

Risk Description

Section 2 – Controls

 Primary Care Quality & Operational Group (PCQOG) working with NHSE to mitigate
risks, particularly for 'out of scope' services.
 Quarterly Stakeholder Meetings with Contract Holder.
 Outside the CCG’s control, managed by NHSE

Controls in Place

Gaps in Controls

Section 3 – Assurance

 Monthly Stakeholder meetings at NHSE and regular reporting on issues that are
received. Regular contact with PCS Locality Lead.
 Outside the CCG’s Control, managed by NHSE

Assurance
Gaps in Assurance

Section 4 – Risk Scoring
Start of Year Position/ Current Position/ Target

Consequence
Likelihood

1 Negligible

2 Minor

3 Moderate

4 Major

5 Catastrophic

5 Almost certain

5

10

15

20

25

4 Likely

4

8

12

16

20

3 Possible

3

6

9

2 Unlikely

2

4

6

8

1 Rare

1

2

3

4

SECTION 5 - Position

2017/2018 Final Position:
12

Quarter 1 Position

Quarter 2 Position

Quarter 3 Position

X

12

X
X

15
10
5

(January): No change to December update. (February) In response to feedback from
practices and practitioners, PCSE has introduced a new, simple online form for GP
payments and pensions administration and queries from 20th December 2017.
(March) No Change.
(April 2018): All annual pension certificates and related adjustments will be
processed by 30/04/18 for all received before 28/02 deadline. Adjustments will be
carried out in the usual practice monthly pay run. The Regional Manager has offered
to come and meet with us to talk through the latest service developments and
improvements, as well as plans for service transformation. This meeting is taking
place on 8th May 2018. (May/June 2018) As part of the transformation process the
contract portal is a new process where Performers can update their details on-line all
applications will go through this portal. This portal will feed into the performers
list. The final tests on the system should be complete by mid-June with a go live date
planned for 20 August 2018.Risk score remains 12 (Major x Possible); with a
suggested target score of 8 (Major x Unlikely).
(July 2018/August 2018) New Contract Process for Performer List Applications has
been delayed and is now expected to be implemented January/February. There has
been as number of issues with Seniority Payments continuing to be generated for
Doctors that have Resigned/Retired from practice. Contact has been made with the
practices and PCS has been notified.
(Dec 2018): List size growth – the patient population continues to grow and is likely
to exceed the projection used to calculate the allocation received by the CCG.
Seniority Payments continuing to be generated for Doctors that have
Resigned/Retired from practice. Awaiting availability for meeting with Regional
Manager and payment colleagues at PCSE.

Quarter 4 Position
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SECTION 6 – Overall Assurance
Full

High

Significant

Adequate

Limited

X

Score Movement
Quarter 1

12 ↔

Quarter 2

12 ↔

Quarter 3

30

12 ↔

Quarter 4

Nil

NHS St Helens CCG Risk Summary
This form is to be used to provide a full & detailed update to the Governing Body and/or associated Committees

Section 1 – Risk Details

Risk ID:
Datix ID:

82PCC
358

Committee

Primary Care Committee

Strategic Objectives

Objective 3: To deliver improved outcomes for people

Risk Description

Robustness of Contract Management Procedures could lead to providers not meeting all
the requirements of their contracts.

Aug 2015

Identified:

GB/ELT/SMT Lead:
Risk Owner:

Chief Nurse
Head of PC

Section 2 – Controls

 NHSE Assurance Framework, Complaints procedure, Primary Care Dashboard,
Contract Visits, CQC inspections, Breach Process, Pilot implementation of electronic
safety system (roll out 2018). Localities to be structured with shared working to
reduce working in isolation, Locality meetings to be implemented to use as a forum to
gather intelligence from practices.
 Events still may occur that will not be visible in the above controls – e.g. the CCG is
unable to monitor criminal activity in a practice.

Controls in Place

Gaps in Controls

Section 3 – Assurance

 Reporting from NHSE Assurance Framework, Complaints Process, Dashboard, Visits,
and assurance from implementation of electronic safety system
 Electronic safety system only rolled out in 3 practices so far
 Controls unable to measure and quantify everything.

Assurance
Gaps in Assurance

Section 4 – Risk Scoring
Start of Year Position/ Current Position/ Target

Consequence
Likelihood

1 Negligible

2 Minor

3 Moderate

5 Almost certain

5

10

15

4 Likely

4

8

12

3 Possible

3

6

9

2 Unlikely

2

4

6

1 Rare

1

2

3

SECTION 5 - Position

2017/2018 Final Position:
12

Quarter 1 Position

Quarter 2 Position

4 Major

X
X
X

5 Catastrophic

20

25

16

20

12

15

8

10

4

5

On-going development of a new workload/workforce tool – Apex Insight – to provide
insight into primary care activity, capacity and demand by analysis and reporting on
GP Practice data. The system will enable the Primary Care team to monitor 5
Dashboard Areas: Practice Population, Capacity Planning, Appointment Activity,
Patient Activity and Clinical Activity.
(April 2018): Practices will receive a demonstration of the new model in April.
Practices to have a demonstration of the new Apex Workload/Workforce tool at the
April PLT. Implementation of electronic safety system has been rolled out to three
practices. Quality Contract for 2018/19 approved based on General Medical
Practices working in localities and developing improved support networks to enable
sustainability to be achieved across St Helens’ General Practices. (June 2018)
Localities now structured with a Locality Manager and Governing Body GP assigned
to each. Locality meetings have commenced. Risk score remains 15 (Moderate x
Almost Certain); with a suggested target score of 6 (Moderate x Unlikely).
Localities now structured with a Locality Manager and Governing Body GP assigned
to each. Locality meetings have commenced. Risk score remains 15 (Moderate x
Almost Certain); with a suggested target score of 6 (Moderate x Unlikely).
(August) Random visits arranged to validate 17/18 claims in line with MIAA
Recommendations. Meeting arranged for end of August with NHSE,CCG and
Network Leads to agree funding in order for Networks to proceed with their work
plans. Risk score remains 15 (Moderate x Almost Certain); with a suggested target
score of 6 (Moderate x Unlikely).
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Quarter 3 Position

Visits to validate year end claims have now been conducted.
New Network bids have been submitted to NHSE and funding has now been
approved. Risk score remains 15 (Moderate x Almost Certain); with a suggested
target score of 6 (Moderate x Unlikely).

Quarter 4 Position
SECTION 6 – Overall Assurance
Full

High

Significant

Adequate

Limited

X

Score Movement
Quarter 1

15 ↔

Quarter 2

15 ↔

Quarter 3

32

15 ↔

Quarter 4

Nil

NHS St Helens CCG Risk Summary
This form is to be used to provide a full & detailed update to the Governing Body and/or associated Committees

Section 1 – Risk Details

Risk ID:
Datix ID:

100PCC
360

Committee

Primary Care Committee

May 2016

Identified:

GB/ELT/SMT Lead:
Risk Owner:

Chief Nurse
Head of PC

Objective 1: To deliver financial stability :
1.2 Excessive demand not being managed
Risks around:
 Locum costs – although budget increased to £150k from £37k last year it is highly
likely this will be insufficient to support total cost of reimbursing locum fees to support
sickness, adoption, maternity and paternity leave. Based on known applications
received so far, it is anticipated that existing locum costs will be £134k. This would
result in the budget not remaining in balance if any future applications are received to
fund either long-term sickness or maternity leave.
 Premises – Current Market Rents (CMR) are reviewed every 3 years by the District
Valuation Office. Any increase to the valuation, and in particular any challenge to the
valuation, is a known risk to the CCG.
 Out of Hours - the majority of St Helens GP practices currently opt in to providing an
Out of Hours service and therefore the GMS and PMS global sum payments each
receives reflects this. If a GMS practice was to opt out of providing an Out of Hours
service the global sum payment received would be reduced by 4.92% per weighted
patient (PMS practices would have their contract value reduced by £4.20 per actual
patient). Although the reduction in contract payments would release funds to enable
the commissioning of an alternative Out of Hours service, it is extremely likely that
this will be at an additional cost to the CCG.

Strategic Objectives

Risk Description

Section 2 – Controls

 Retention of reserve funding for contingency to manage any unforeseen locum costs
 Prompt submission of monthly and annual claims from practices.
 Regular Budget meetings with Budget holder and regular reporting to PCQOG
Committee/PCC.
 The CCG has no control in rent reviews which may result in a significant increase. No
control on Locum costs due to sickness/maternity cover.

Controls in Place

Gaps in Controls

Section 3 – Assurance

 On-going monitoring to identify and quantify risks, Monthly review through Primary
Care Quality & Operational Group (PCQOG). Cost pressures relating to premises
costs and rent reviews monitored monthly. Prompt claims from Practices for
sickness/maternity cover.
 The CCG has no control in rent reviews which may result in a significant increase.
 No control on Locum costs due to sickness/maternity cover.

Assurance

Gaps in Assurance

Section 4 – Risk Scoring
Start of Year Position/ Current Position/ Target

Consequence
Likelihood

1 Negligible

2 Minor

3 Moderate

4 Major

5 Catastrophic

5 Almost certain

5

10

15

20

25

4 Likely

4

8

12

16

20

3 Possible

3

6

12

15

2 Unlikely

2

4

6

8

10

1 Rare

1

2

3

4

5

X

9

SECTION 5 - Position

2017/2018 Final Position:
9

X
X

A review of the GP Quality Contract showed that not all practices were likely to
achieve the maximum payment. Two practices did not sign up to the 2017/18
Quality contract. Of the remaining practices 10% slippage was expected. At the end
of Qtr 4 2017/18 the CCG were awaiting more detailed information from NHSE on
the outcome of national negotiations which will determine the uplift that will need to
be applied to GMS and PMS Contracts for 2018/19.
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Quarter 1 Position

Quarter 2 Position

Quarter 3 Position

(April 2018): The CCG will receive an allocation of £28,559k to enable the
commissioning of primary care medical services in 2018/19. This will be an increase
of £541k on the current year’s allocation. This equates to funding of £144.00 per
patient compared to £142.00 in 2017/18 (based on a projected population of
197,838). NHSE issued Gateway Reference 07813 on 20th March 2018 ‘Outcome
of 2018/19 GMS Contract Negotiations’. Risk score remains 9 (Moderate x
Possible); with a suggested target score of 6 (Moderate x Unlikely).
(July) The CCG has yet to receive notification from NHSE on the recommended uplift
that should be applied to PMS Contracts. In previous years this announcement has
followed when NHSE has issued more detailed guidance. For budget setting
purposes, PMS Contracts have been uplifted by £2.07 per weighted patient. This is
£0.50 less than the national uplift being applied to GMS contract values and is
consistent with previous years.
(December): List size growth – the patient population continues to grow and is likely
to exceed the projection used to calculate the allocation received by the CCG.

Quarter 4 Position
SECTION 6 – Overall Assurance
Full

High

Significant

Adequate

Limited

X

Score Movement
Quarter 1

9↔

Quarter 2

9↔

Quarter 3

34

9↔

Quarter 4

Nil

NHS St Helens CCG Risk Summary
This form is to be used to provide a full & detailed update to the Governing Body and/or associated Committees

Section 1 – Risk Details

Risk ID:
Datix ID:

115PCC
452

Committee

Primary Care Committee

Jan 2018

Identified:

GB/ELT/SMT Lead:
Risk Owner:

Chief Nurse
Head of PC

Objective 5: To support and transform primary care to be a system leader in St
Helens Cares
5.3 Without effective Primary Care engagement and support St Helens will compromise
its ability to deliver the St Helens Cares strategy
Ensuring commitment by GP practices to engage in a locality working model.

Strategic Objectives
Risk Description

Section 2 – Controls

 Four Localities approved in line with St Helens Cares to share expertise, knowledge
and good practice, implementation of 10 high impact changes, Sharing Resource,
Locality working for Care Navigation/Active signposting Training.
 Localities to be structured, Clinical Lead and Management Leads to be agreed,
Locality meetings/visits not yet implemented.

Controls in Place

Gaps in Controls

Section 3 – Assurance

 Collaborative working for practices within localities, consistent messages being
provided to encourage less patient demand. Development of Locality working will
reduce the burden of practices thinking they are working in isolation.
 Locality model to be structured and Practices supported to work within given localities

Assurance

Gaps in Assurance

Section 4 – Risk Scoring
Start of Year Position/ Current Position/ Target
Consequence
Likelihood

1 Negligible

2 Minor

3 Moderate

4 Major

5 Catastrophic

5 Almost certain

5

10

15

20

25

4 Likely

4

8

12

16

20

3 Possible

3

6

9

X/X

12

15

2 Unlikely

2

4

6

X

8

10

1 Rare

1

2

3

4

5

SECTION 5 - Position

2017/2018 Final Position:
9

Quarter 1 Position

Quarter 2 Position

Quarter 3 Position

Four Localities have been approved - Management and Clinical Lead still to be
identified. Localities yet to be structured. Locality Model progressing under St
Helens Cares work streams. Work ongoing to develop Hubs for each Locality for
Extended Access.
(April 2018): Quality Contract for 2018/19 approved based on General Medical
Practices working in localities and developing improved support networks to enable
sustainability to be achieved across St Helens’ General Practices. Risk score
remains 9 (Moderate x Possible); with a suggested target score of 6 (Moderate x
Unlikely).(May) Primary Care has aligned two Managers who will look after two
localities each. (June 2018) Locality Managers and Governing Body GPs assigned to
each Locality. 2018/19 Sustainability Contract offered out to all practices which is
based on General Medical Practices working in Localities and developing improved
support networks to enable sustainability to be achieved across St Helens Practices.
Locality meetings have now commenced, Networks have formed to agree initiatives
and applications have been submitted for funding as part of the Primary Care
Network Development funding process. (August) Meeting to take place with NHSE,
CCG and Network Leads to agree funding for Networks to progress with their work
plans. Risk score remains 9 (Moderate x Possible); with a suggested target score of
6 (Moderate x Unlikely).
(December): New Network Bids have been approved by NHSE. Networks will all
have support from NAPC, meeting with Networks, NAPC, NHSE and CCG to take
place 28th November. The National Association of Primary Care (NAPC) is
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supporting NHS England with the transformation of primary care – through the
development and maturity of primary care networks (PCN) across England.
Quarter 4 Position
SECTION 6 – Overall Assurance
Full

High

Significant

Adequate

Limited

X

Score Movement
Quarter 1

9↔

Quarter 2

9↔

Quarter 3
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9↔

Quarter 4

Nil

NHS St Helens CCG Risk Summary
This form is to be used to provide a full & detailed update to the Governing Body and/or associated Committees

Section 1 – Risk Details
Risk ID:
Datix ID:

116PCC

Committee

Primary Care Committee

Strategic Objectives

May 2018

Identified:

GB/ELT/SMT Lead:
Risk Owner:

Chief Nurse
Head of PC

Objective 3 – To deliver improved outcomes for patients:
3.1 Failure to gain assurance on quality of commissioned services
There are nationally mandated changes around the provision of Urgent Treatment
Centres which were issued by NHSE in July 2017 entitled Urgent Treatment Centres
Principles and Standards https://www.england.nhs.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2017/07/urgent-treatment-centres–principles-standards.pdf . These
standards aim to ensure an equitable service is delivered to patients. One of the key
criteria is that, in future, all Out of Hours Services must be accessed, and appointments
booked, via NHS 111. Changes will need to be made to the current Out of Hours Service
to ensure these national targets are met.
St Helens is primarily an ‘opt-in’ borough where Practices provide their own Out of hours
services for patients ( currently 30 out of 34 Practices). In St Helens this has been subcontracted, by the Practices to St Helens Rota. As the CCG does not commission Out of
Hours directly this will cause additional difficulties in the smooth transition of the
telephone triage element of the Service being provided by NHS111.
GP practices will be required to performance manage the contract with their GP OOH
provider and provide regular assurances to the CCG and NHSE that their subcontracting
arrangements are robust. They will be responsible for ensuring their GP
OOH provider is adhering to the IUC KPIs which replace the NQRs from October
2018.

Risk Description

The practicality of 30 separate GP practices effectively contract managing any
provider failings, quality issues, serious untoward incidents, safeguarding issues, KPI’s
or other repercussions should they arise is a significant risk.
There are no guarantees that the current commissioners of OOH (30 St Helens and 4
Knowsley practices) will continue to opt in over this time of change. This poses a risk
to the long term sustainability and viability of current commissioning arrangements.
The decision on whether to opt-out or in remains unresolved yet is an important one
for the CCG due to the collaborative re-procurement of 111/ IUC in the northwest.
The increased costs of NHS111 may outweigh the reductions achievable due to the
expected reductions in face to face contacts to the out of hours provider. As the CCG
do not know the costs paid by each practice to the out of hours provider, this would
have to be quantified by practices, although the CCG can assist in assumptions to
make when calculating the impact.
If GPs choose to opt out, there is a risk that the costs to re procure service provision
by the CCG may cost more than the deductions taken from GP contracts, which would
present a financial pressure to the CCG. This could only be quantified once each
practice has decided on whether to opt in or opt out as the cost will vary depending on
the volume of patients a contract can be commissioned for.
The call handling function within current GP OOH provider is likely to be effected in the
longer term but the full impact of this will not be known for 6 – 12 months
Section 2 – Controls

Controls in Place







St Helens Rota attend regional Integrated Urgent Care meetings
Regular meetings with St Helens Rota
Engagement with Member Practices
Letter has been sent to all practices to obtain an early indication of other practices
that may opt out
Temporary arrangements have been made with St Helens Rota to provide Out of
Hours care for the patients of the practices who have currently opted out.
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Practices are contractually required to provide three month’s notice to the CCG
before the commencement of the opt out.
Review of St Helens Rota to be undertaken with the long term goal of introducing
triage to the out of hours provision

Gaps in Controls

 There may not be a consistent approach for the delivery of out of hours across the
CCG

Assurance/Benefits
of new model

As stated above, NHS111 services are mandated in the new integrated urgent care
specification. The benefits associated with this are as follows:
Equitable access and a single point of access for urgent non-emergency calls via a
free phone call or online.
GP OOH activity will reduce significantly, meaning a reduced cost to provision but this
will be offset by the additional costs of NHS 111
111 will use the ‘consult and complete’ model to ensure the majority of patients have
their episode closed through clinical advice, pharmacy or a directly booked
appointment for further assessment. This will ensure reductions in Primary Care
pressure, low level A&E activity and more appropriate pathways for patients.
It gives patients the tools to ensure that they have the relevant clinical support for their
presenting need – a guiding principle in the CCG.
It will help realise the benefits of integrated urgent care.
It brings St Helens in line with the rest of the North West and nationally.
An effective and consistent communications message at winter and throughout the
year, regarding use of 111 (phone and online) and the potential benefits for the public.
The current 111 contract expires in September 2020 and work will commence in spring
2019 to re-procure the service (tender process). The probability of St Helens CCG
navigating this effectively from our current contractual position with GP OOH and 111
is reduced. By negotiating as part of a larger integrated urgent care model, the
negotiating position for the next 111 contract is strengthened.

Section 3 – Assurance

Costs of urgent repeat prescriptions issued via the GP OOH provider come from the
CCG prescribing budget. Through 111, urgent repeat prescription supplies are paid for
by NHSE through the NUMSAS scheme (NHS Urgent Medicine Supply Advanced
Service). The introduction of the NUMSAS scheme has seen a significant reduction in
OOH activity in Merseyside since it commenced. Prior to the pilot, an average of 65%
of 111 calls resulted in an OOH referral. Since June 2018 this is now 45% as those
patients with a prescription need only are deflected away. By moving to full 111 this
will have a positive financial effect for the CCG as well as a benefit for patients.
Gaps in Assurance
Section 4 – Risk Scoring
Start of Year Position/ Current Position/ Target
Consequence
Likelihood

1 Negligible

2 Minor

3 Moderate

4 Major

5 Catastrophic

5 Almost certain

5

10

15

20

25

4 Likely

4

8

12

16

20

3 Possible

3

6

9

X

12

15

2 Unlikely

2

4

6

X

8

10

1 Rare

1

2

4

5

3

SECTION 5 - Position

2017/2018 Final Position:

N/A

Quarter 1 Position

2 Practices opted out of the out of hours provision in Quarter 1, discussion has taken
place at PCC and Members Council. It was agreed at Members council in March
that the CCG would write to all Practices to ascertain their intentions regarding Out of
Hours, a letter has now been issued and responses are being collated.
Any advance indication of changes by Practices would allow the CCG to continue to
work with the current provider for delivering Out of Hours care for the 4 Practices
who have now opted out but would ensure that longer term the CCG could ensure
that a safe, high quality Service could still be provided to all patients across the
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Borough.

A Report is due to be presented at Members Council to inform Members about
progress and considerations with the implementation of the Nationally mandated IUC
Model that must be implemented by the end of March 2019.

Quarter 2 Position

Engagement work has already commenced with stakeholders such as NWAS,
STHK, ROTA, Bridgewater, NWBH AND Contact Cares. This is to ensure they are
briefed on the model and to get their feedback on how we should implement it to get
the maximum effect. We have received Support from NHS digital and 111
interoperability team to ensure that the direct booking element via 111 pathways as
part of the IUC is ready for the deadline. Direct booking into Urgent Care Treatment
Centres (UTC-currently St Helens WIC) and GP Improved Access will be
implemented by November 2018.
(August) It is the role of the CCG to implement the strategic changes required by the
Integrated Urgent Care specification which is nationally mandated.
A paper will be presented at members council to ensure that members are aware of
the changes and the implications of integrating out of hours provision with urgent
care in line with the nationally mandated model
Members will be advised in the report of the benefits and risks of implementation of
the revised national specification
Letters have been issued to all Practices to ascertain their intentions regarding Out
of Hours, responses are being collated.
GP practices will be required to performance manage the contract with their GP
OOH provider and provide regular assurances to the CCG and NHSE that their
subcontracting arrangements are robust. They will be responsible for ensuring their
GP OOH provider is adhering to the IUC KPIs which replace the NQRs from October
2018

Quarter 3 Position

Quarter 4 Position
SECTION 6 – Overall Assurance
Full

High

Significant

Adequate

Limited

X

Score Movement
Quarter 1

9

Quarter 2

9↔

Quarter 3
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9↔

Quarter 4

Nil

NHS St Helens CCG Risk Summary
This form is to be used to provide a full & detailed update to the Governing Body and/or associated Committees

Section 1 – Risk Details
Risk ID:
Datix ID:

117 PCC

Committee

Primary Care Committee

August 2018

Identified:

GB/ELT/SMT Lead:
Risk Owner:

Chief Nurse
Head of PC

Objective 5: To support and transform primary care to be a system leader in St
Helens Cares
5.3 - Without effective Primary Care engagement and support St Helens will compromise
its ability to deliver the St Helens Cares strategy
Uniformed Provider Federation – Lack of Robust Provision and Governance during
establishment of Implementation – St Helens General Practice Provider Organisation
(The Voice).

Strategic Objectives

Risk Description

Section 2 – Controls

 Four Localities approved in line with St Helens Cares to share expertise, knowledge
and good practice, Networks formed, NHSE funding available for the Development of
Primary Care Networks.
 Localities in early implementation, work plans to be agreed.

Controls in Place

Gaps in Controls

Section 3 – Assurance

 Collaborative working for practices within localities, consistent messages being
provided to encourage less patient demand. Development of Locality working will
reduce the burden of practices thinking they are working in isolation.
 Structure and Governance of new Federation currently being established.

Assurance

Gaps in Assurance

Section 4 – Risk Scoring
Start of Year Position/ Current Position/ Target

Consequence
Likelihood

1 Negligible

2 Minor

3 Moderate

4 Major

5 Catastrophic

5 Almost certain

5

10

15

20

25

4 Likely

4

8

12

16

20

3 Possible

3

6

9

X

12

15

2 Unlikely

2

4

6

X

8

10

1 Rare

1

2

3

4

5

SECTION 5 - Position

2017/2018 Final Position:

N/A

Quarter 1 Position

N/A

Quarter 2 Position

(August) Following a recommendation at Primary Care Committee in July 2018 a
new risk has been established – The Uniformed Provider Federation. The CCG has
recently received a letter which confirms that the Federation will formally separate
from St Helens Rota from 1 July 2018. The Committee has remained in place and
have been busy setting up the new structure. The letter confirms that the new
organisation will continue to support Primary Care and hope to work closely with the
CCG to the benefit of people in St Helens.

Quarter 3 Position

(December): No change

Quarter 4 Position
SECTION 6 – Overall Assurance
Full

High

Significant

Adequate

Limited

X

Score Movement
Quarter 1

9↔

Quarter 2

9↔

Quarter 3
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9↔

Quarter 4

Nil

KEY ISSUES REPORT
Primary Care Quality and Contract Committee
Meeting Date: 27th September 2018
Agenda CCG
Item
Improvement
Ref:
Plan Theme

Key Issue:

5a

Risk Register – Extended Access
UC24 are providing extended access across St Helens,
this will begin as scheduled on 1st October 2018 but
with a vastly reduced service. They will not have access
to patient records as the data sharing agreements have
yet to be agreed and signed. This poses a reputational
risk to the CCG due to the media interest.

5a

Primary Care

Primary Care

Risk Register – OOH
A letter was sent to practices from Sarah O’Brien and
Mike Ejuoneatse asking for practice intentions
regarding opt in or opt out of Rota continuing to provide
the service.
If a lot of practices decide to opt out this will impact
significantly on Rota and the CCG would need to go
through a procurement process

Decision / Action:

The service will be growing over the
next 4 – 6 weeks. The data sharing
agreements have been sent to
practices. The risk is being managed as
only 1 location will be used initially. The
comms team is drafting a media
statement.
Responses were requested by 28th
September, however some practices
have asked for an extension. The CCG
has been informed that practices are
asking for assurances from Rota before
they make a decision

4

Primary Care

Patterdale Lodge - Lease
To date the lease has not been signed and Dr Cranley An options paper will be presented at
(Whittaker) has not returned to the practice. The CCG PCC
has been informed that both parties are now
communicating via solicitors and they are closer to a
solution.

4

Primary Care

Lime Grove Surgery
The practice requested to close their branch surgery,
this request was rejected and the subsequent appeal
was also rejected. The CCG agreed to work with and
support the practice for a period of 6 months in order to
develop new systems and processes; however the

Page 1 of 2

The Primary Care Team continues to
work with and support the practice. Dr
Flett will be visiting the practice on 8th
October to offer support. Extra
resilience money has been awarded to

Corporate Risk /
GBAF Reference:
- Mitigation

KEY ISSUES REPORT
Agenda CCG
Item
Improvement
Ref:
Plan Theme

Key Issue:

Decision / Action:

CCG is now at the stage where a final decision needs
to be made. The branch surgery is currently only
delivering 3 sessions per week. The CCG has been
advised that the contract cannot be varied.

the practice which means that NHSE
will also be monitoring the practice
more closely.
An options paper will be presented to
PCC

Key Issues Report
Date
Prepared by: Susan McCarthy, PA
05.10.18
Verified by: Karen Leverett, Associate Director Primary Care
NOTE:
A copy of any papers referenced in this Key Issues Report will be made available on request to the Committee Chair.
Formal Minutes, once approved, will be provided to the Audit Committee and Primary Care Committee.
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